Continuously cast round blooms from vanadium microalloyed steel denoted as 25CrMo4 type are very sensitive to internal defect creation during casting. Further propagation of internal cracks is affected by suboptimal heating preceding the hot rolling process. FEM offers powerful tool for simulation of the temperature gradients and stress-strain behavior. In this paper it is demonstrated that proper selection of FEM model is essential to get trustworthy results corresponding with practical observations. It is possible to find optimum between two contradictory requirements -acceptable computation time severity and trustworthy results, if the simple model is compared with experimental data and/or more sophisticated models.
Introduction
It is generally known that niobium and vanadium microalloyed steels are very sensitive to surface and internal defect occurence after continuous casting. It was found that it is caused by suboptimal casting conditions setting such as steel superheat, casting speed, secondary cooling intensity in combination with blooms straightening in temperature range where NbC, NbN, Nb(C,N), VC, VN and V(C,N) precipitates [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . It was also found that proper heating strategy preceding the hot rolling process is necessary to prevent excessive internal defects grow [8] [9] [10] . It is mandatory, to find proper heating conditions and calculate thermophysical properties of studied steel as well as to respect microstructure and chemical inhomogeneity of the continuosly cast bloom. FEM simulations are very perspective tools for studying the temperature gradients and stress-strain behaviour in the bloom [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] . Depending on the solved problem 2D or 3D model must be chosen. Sometimes even remeshing during FEM calculations is necessary. From the practical point of view there are two contradictory requirements. The first one is computational time limitation and the second one is the trustworthiness of the results. We used three models to demonstrate how essential is the model definition with respect to the selection of observed parameters such are equivalent of stress, equivalent of elastic, plastic and total strain. DOI simulations were used 2,5 seconds iterations. For practical problem description it is enough to use 2D model. 3D model is not necessary because the stress-strain behaviour is activated by heat gradient across the transverse cut of continuously cast bloom. Heat gradient in the longitudial direction can be neglected. From theoretical point of view the most interesting is stress-strain behaviour in the crack surrounding so the different density of elements and nodes was used for cell m1 and remaining cells m2 -m8. FEM network for both two simulations is shown in Fig. 1 . Due to the known chemical inhomogenity of continuously část round blooms based on experimental procedures [1, 3, 8] and calculations in IDS Solidification software the yield stress, tensile stress, elastic modulus, thermal conductivity, heat capacity and thermal expansivity across the bloom diameter were modified for temperature range 273 -1073 K. Therefore, material dependences across the bloom diameters were approximated by eight cells of materials m1, m2, ... , m8, see Table 1 and the same procedure was performed for chemical composition 
Results and discussion
Three FEM models (rough, semi-rough and fine) were used for variables calculation. Within this paper studied variables were temperatures, equivalent of stress and equivalents of elastic, plastic and total strains. The first studied variable was temperature. FEM simulations shown that elements and nodes structure doesn´t influence temperature calculation significantly (even for confidence level α = 0,001). Temperature development during heating is across the bloom is characterized by heat gradient creation. The difference 70 K between bloom´s surface and the centre is achieved in early phase of heating and does not change during our simulations (data not shown).
Another studied variable was equivalent of stress. There are rather small differences among rough, semi-rough and fine model curves and all of them exhibit similar trends as it can be seen in Fig. 2 . Fig. 2 Dependence of equivalent of stress on heating time for rough, semi-rough and fine FEM models.
More interesting results were achieved for the remaining three variables. Meanwhile rough model tends to overestimate equivalent of elastic strain values especially in heating time range 8200 -10000 s compared to semi-rough and fine model (Fig. 3) however there is no statistical difference between semi-rough and fine model (α = 0,05). In case of equivalent of plastic strain rough model significantly underestimates the studied variable in heating range 10000 -14400 s compare to semi-rough and fine model (Fig. 4) meanwhile difference between semi-rough and fine model is insignificant (α = 0,05). The influence of rough, semi-rough and fine models differences expresses themselves also in case of equivalent of total strain. The curves are quite similar to those curves related to equivalent of plastic strain. It can be explained by the fact that plastic strain values are approximately one order higher then elastic strain values (Fig. 5) .
Once again there are significant differences rough model and semi-rough and fine models.
Taking into the account all four studied variables it is clear that the differences are out of acceptable range for rough model but semi-rough and fine models are very similar. For some studies and practical problems solving the simple comparison of FEM simulations output and experimental data can be used as a good tool for model acceptance. If the FEM model and experimental data fits enough it is possible to accept model as a good simplification and description of real metallurgical and material engineering problem. However in many situations not enough data are available due to many reasons. difference between the models another one with even more detail structure is necessary. This procedure should be repeated until two consecutive models are statistically insignificant. Using this step by step method it is possible to archive good agreement with experiments and/or good trustworthy in case of clearly theoretical model.
Fig. 5
Dependence of equivalent of total strain on heating time for rough, semi-rough and fine FEM models.
Conclusions
The main aim of this paper was demonstration of linkage between FEM model definition and the differences which may occurs during mechanical properties calculation (temperature, equivalent of stress, equivalent of elastic, plastic and total strain). The FEM calculations shown that if the model with predefined crack is used, an elements density should be chosen carefully especially in crack´s nearest surrounding. To get reliable model it is necessary to compare them with experimental results and/or to modify the model step by step until the differences between two following models are negligible. DOI 
